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Abstract
Nowadays, we are heading towards integrating hundreds to thousands of cores on a single chip. However,
traditional system software and middleware are not well suited to manage and provide services at such large scale. To
improve the scalability and adaptability of operating system and middleware services on future many-core platform, we
propose the pinned OS/services. By porting each OS and runtime system (middleware) service to a separate core (special
hardware acceleration), we expect to achieve maximal performance gain and energy eﬃciency in many-core environments.
As a case study, we target on XML (Extensible Markup Language), the commonly used data transfer/store standard in
the world. We have successfully implemented and evaluated the design of porting XML parsing service onto Intel 48-core
Single-Chip Cloud Computer (SCC) platform. The results show that it can provide considerable energy saving. However,
we also identiﬁed heavy performance penalties introduced from memory side, making the parsing service bloated. Hence, as
a further step, we propose the memory-side hardware accelerator for XML parsing. With speciﬁed hardware design, we can
further enhance the performance gain and energy eﬃciency, where the performance can be improved by 20% with 12.27%
energy reduction.
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Introduction

As Moore’s law[1] continues to take eﬀect, generalpurpose processor design enters the many-core era to
break the limit of uni-processor. If the number of cores
continues to double with each technology generation,
within 20 years we would be looking at integrating more
than 10 000 cores on a single chip[2] . However, how to
generate enough parallelism at the software level to take
advantage of the computing power these many cores
provide remains a daunting task for system architect.
On the software side, traditional operating systems
are designed for single-core and multi-core, but not for
many-core. Usually, OS runs on one host processor
and manages the system resources (CPU, memory, I/O)
by the time-shared model. Besides, the host processor
has to manage task creation and application mapping[3]
to maximize the overall throughput of the system. In

cloud computing data center environment, which scales
up to tens of thousands of cores, the host processor will
become the performance bottleneck and seriously hurt
the availability and responsiveness of the server. In addition, it incurs extra energy consumption as well.
On the hardware side, Application-Speciﬁc IC
(ASIC) and general-purpose microprocessor represent
the trade-oﬀ between the performance and programmability on two ends of the spectrum. With the emergence of the multi-core processors, the two once “exclusive” designs are now seeing a chance for uniﬁcation. With heterogeneous multi-core processor represented by CELL Broadband Engine[4] , we could have
a combination of general purpose processors and special processing elements, such that we can minimize the
performance and energy overheads of system services in
many-core environment.
In the future (and already happening), the majority
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of applications would share the same middleware layer
and OS services, such as scheduling, common language
runtime, browser, security, web applications. Therefore, it is generic to make hardware acceleration for
them in a many-core system. Given such background,
we propose pinning each OS and runtime system (middleware) service onto a separate core, such that the
server becomes always available and highly responsive.
Here, we target at general OS services, all of which are
ubiquitous enough and worth to accelerate by hardware. In future thousand-core scenario, we can turn
oﬀ or wake up corresponding cores depending on the
application load. If the service is not needed, its dedicated core will keep asleep or shut down, with low or no
energy consumption. By doing so, we hope to provide
superb FLOPS (ﬂoating-paint operations per second)
per Watt ratio to system, to greatly reduce the nonrecurring cost (hardware investment) and recurring cost
(energy bill) of the deployment of servers in the cloud
computing data center eco-system.
As a case study, we start our proposal by accelerating XML (Extensible Markup Language) parsing service. XML has been widely used as the standard in data
exchange and representation . It usually resides in the
middleware layer in cloud computing environment. Although XML can provide beneﬁts like language neutrality, application independency and ﬂexibility, it also
comes with heavy performance overhead[5-6] due to its
verbosity and descriptive nature. Generally, in cloud
computing environments, XML parsing is proven to be
both memory and computation intensive[7-8] . A realworld example would be Morgan Stanley’s ﬁnancial services system, which spends 40% of its execution time
on processing XML documents[9] . This situation is only
going to get even worse as the XML dataset gets larger
and more complicated.
To alleviate the pain in XML parsing, as we proposed, we port the XML parsing service to a dedicated
core of Intel Single-Chip Cloud Computer (SCC)[10-13] ,
which is a 48-core homogenous system. By doing so,
we can study how it behaves on performance and power
consumption. Our results show that when porting XML
service onto a homogenous system, we can get considerable energy reduction but huge overhead from the
memory side. To overcome this drawback, we further
tailor the XML parsing service core into a speciﬁed
memory-side hardware accelerator. The results turn
out to be that the memory-side XML parsing accelerator can achieve both performance and energy eﬃciency;
it is also feasible in terms of bandwidth and hardware
cost.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We

review background of our proposal in Section 2. Then,
we introduce the Intel SCC system in Section 3, which
is the platform of our proposal. In Section 4, we talk
about our experiment methodology. In Section 5, we
give the ﬁrst step of the case study: porting XML parsing service to a dedicated core of SCC and analyzing
its performance and energy behaviors. To overcome
the overhead from memory-side in XML data parsing,
we introduce the speciﬁed XML parsing accelerator in
Section 6, showing its improvement in performance and
energy consumption. In the last section, we make the
conclusion and discuss our future work.
2

Backgrounds

We give the background information in this section,
including our proposal, related work, and XML parsing
basics.
2.1

Step-by-Step Pinned OS/Service

Considering the diversity of current system architectures, our grand plan is laid out in three steps.
As the ﬁrst step, we choose to port OS/services onto
homogeneous many-core design (such as Intel SCC platform) with one service per core, such that we can study
its performance and power consumption. However, we
expect that some cores are under-utilized and some
cores are over-utilized in this situation since not all services are equally weighted or requested.
As the next step, in order to get the maximal performance gain and energy eﬃciency, we tailor specialized core (special hardware acceleration) for diﬀerent
service. For heavy-weighted and well-established services (e.g., browser, ﬁle manager), which are generic
and static (no major changes for extended period of
time), we can use ASIC cores for acceleration. For services that are less generic and prone to change (e.g.,
diﬀerent cryptography algorithms, even future emerging applications), we can use FPGA accelerators which
can be modiﬁed at runtime to adjust to applications’
need.
As the ﬁnal goal, we plan to construct a prototype
Extremely Heterogeneous Architecture (EHA) by integrating above-mentioned pieces together. This EHA
prototype will consist of multiple homogeneous lightweight cores, multiple ASIC (hard) accelerators, and
multiple reconﬁgurable (soft) accelerators; each of these
cores will host a service. It is supposed to have the best
balance in performance, energy consumption and programmability.
In this paper, we focus on the ﬁrst step by pinning
XML parsing service onto one core in the homogeneous

International HapMap project. http://hapmap.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/, Dec. 2011.
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many-core Intel SCC; we also delve into the second step
by identifying hardware acceleration opportunities to
improve the performance of XML parsing service.
2.2

Related Work

There have been some work discussing how to decompose OS/service in multi-core systems. FOS[14] is a
factored operating system targeting multi-core, manycore, and cloud computing systems. In FOS, each operating system service is factored into a set of communicating servers, which in aggregate implement a system service via message passing. These servers provide
traditional kernel services and replace traditional kernel data structures in a factored, spatially distributed
manner. Corey[15] is another operating system for
multi-core processors, which focuses on allowing applications to direct how shared memory data is shared
between cores. However, we believe shared memory
model will not scale well for future thousands-of-cores
systems. GreenDroid[16] is a prototype mobile application processor designed to dramatically reduce energy consumption in smart phones. GreenDroid provides many specialized processors targeting key portions of Google’s Android smart-phone platform. The
resulting specialized circuits can deliver up to 18x increase in energy eﬃciency without sacriﬁcing performance. It also focuses on reconﬁgurability that allows
the system to adapt to small changes in the target application while still realizing eﬃciency gains. However,
GreenDroid targets selected applications such as web
browsers, email software and music players for embedded platform.
Diﬀerent from previous studies, we are targeting the
generic OS/middleware services of general systems and
cloud platform. In addition to factoring out operating
system services, we can also design special hardware
(core) to accelerate each service. If available, we can
extend more dedicated cores or specialized hardware
for the purpose of acceleration. Therefore, it can scale
up very well.
2.3

5

and has come to be a major performance bottleneck
in real-world database servers[8]. As the pre-requisite
for any processing of an XML document, XML parsing
scans through the input document, breaks it into small
elements, and builds corresponding inner data representation or reports corresponding events according to the
underneath parsing model  . The XML data can be
accessed or modiﬁed only if it goes through the parsing
stage at ﬁrst. As a result, all those XML data based
applications must include the overhead produced in the
parsing stage when considering the entire system performance and energy consumption.
There are two kinds of commonly-used parsing models: tree-based model and event-driven model. DOM
is the oﬃcial W3C standard for tree-based parser. It
reads the entire XML document and creates an inner
tree structure to represent the meta-data information.
Therefore, it has huge requirement for memory space
to keep those structures. However, the constructed tree
can be navigated and revised freely, providing ﬂexibility
for massive data updates. SAX is the most popular
implementation of event-driven parsing model. It does
not store any information of XML document; it just
transmits and parses infosets sequentially at runtime,
reporting corresponding events. Compared with DOM,
it does not stress storage but can only process partial
data before parsing is completed.
3

Intel SCC

To start the case study on porting XML parsing service, we select Intel Single-Chip Cloud Computer (SCC)[10-13] as our platform, which is a homogenous many-core system with 48 identical cores on the
same chip. Intel SCC is built to study many-core
CPUs, including the performance and power characteristics, programmability and scalability of shared memory message-passing architecture, and beneﬁts and
costs of software-controlled dynamic voltage and frequency scaling. Through experimenting on it, we can
discuss how pinning OS/service behaves on both performance and energy consumption.

XML Parsing

In the experiments, we select XML service as our
targeting application. XML has become the standard
in data storage and exchange; however it produces high
overhead to the system. It has been proven in cloud
computing environments XML processing is both memory and computation intensive. It consumes about
30% of processing time in web service applications[7] ,

3.1

Overview of SCC Architecture

As seen in Fig.1, Intel SCC contains an integration
of 24 tiles and each tile contains two P54C-based fullIA (Intel Architecture) processing cores. The SCC chip
is organized in a 6X4 2D mesh network with one embedded high-speed router (R in Fig.1) associated with
each tile. The routers enable message passing capability

 SAX Parsing Model: http://sax.sourceforge.net, Dec. 2011.
 W3C. Document Object Model (DOM) level 2 core speciﬁcation (Version 1.0). http://www.w3.org/TR/DOM-Level-2-Core, Dec.
2011
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for SCC cores to communicate with each other. There
also exist four on-die memory controllers (MCs in Fig.1)
taking charge of oﬀ-die DDR3 memory access (DIMM
in Fig.1 is the oﬀ-die memory module). For control
of power, the Voltage Regulator Controller (VRC) is
used to adjust the voltage as well as the frequency in
both tiles and board area. The whole SCC board is
connected to the PCIe (Peripheral Component Interconnect express) for the communication.

Fig.1. SCC architecture.

3.2

dynamically. SCC divides the 48 cores into diﬀerent frequency and voltage domains as shown in Fig.3, where
the square divided by dotted lines denotes the tile of
SCC which has two cores inside. On one hand, the 48
cores can be separated into six voltage domains, ranging
between 0.7 V and 1.3 V. Each voltage domain contains
eight cores and can have its own voltage level. On the
other hand, each tile can have its own operating frequency, ranging between 100 to 800 MHz. Thus, SCC
has the ability to perform ﬁne-grain dynamic power
management[12-13] .
Because of the dynamic power management capability of SCC platform, we can assign speciﬁc jobs with
similar computation demand to one or more dedicated
cores on SCC and manage the frequency and voltage
levels for the domains those cores belong to. In our
study, we dedicate one core to performing XML parsing function. Other cores are allowed to send the request of parsing an XML document to this core and
keep working on their XML-independent jobs with high
throughput. If needed, we can increase the number of
cores dedicated for XML parsing, hence it can scale up
well as required.

SCC Tile-Level Architecture

In Fig.2, we give the tile-level architecture of SCC.
Each core on the chip has its own private L1 and L2
caches. The L1 cache has been divided into 16 KB instruction cache and 16 KB data cache. The L2 cache
is a uniﬁed cache of 256 KB in size. A featured small
memory unit, called Message Passing Buﬀer (MPB),
is implemented to accelerate the message passing process of each core. Each MPB has a total size of 16 KB
shared by two cores. Traﬃc generator (Gen.) is used
to inject and check traﬃc patterns at runtime to test
the performance capabilities of the mesh[13] .

Fig.3. Frequency domains and voltage domains on SCC chip.

4

Methodology

In this section, we discuss the methodology to study
the performance, power and energy consumption of our
proposal, covering the experiment setup, the selected
XML parsers we port on SCC and its frequency and voltage setup, the applied benchmarks and proﬁling tools.
4.1
Fig.2. Tile architecture.

3.3

Power Management

The component named VRC is the voltage regulator controller. It allows full application control of the
power state of the cores. As a result, SCC allows users
to adjust voltage and frequency level of the SCC cores

Experimental Setup

Intel SCC platform consists of two hardware components. The ﬁrst hardware component is called “Board
Management Controller” (BMC), which houses the
SCC chip. The second hardware component is called
“Management Console PC” (MCPC), which is connected to BMC via both PCIe and Ethernet. MCPC
allows us to conﬁgure and load programs to be executed
on the SCC cores[12].
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4.2

4.4

XML Parser on SCC

To study the pinned XML parsing on SCC, we intend to analyze the popular parsing workloads. As introduced in Section 2, there are two kinds of commonlyused parsing models: DOM and SAX. DOM model constructs a tree database to collect data from an XML
document. It converts data elements into tree nodes
and stores them in memory, which imposes high memory requirement and signiﬁcant access delay. Especially, when the document size is large, the great impact from the memory access will hurt the system performance badly. That is because DOM needs a huge
memory space to keep variables for the tags and data
inside, and some of the tags and data are rewritten and
recalled frequently. Considering the extreme case that
future mass data processing will stress both the memory
side and computation side, we focus on DOM parsing
model in this study due to its more memory-intensive
nature.
We port a lightweight and customizable DOM parser
implementation named simplexml onto SCC chip. We
further modify the parser for handling newer versions
of XML and enhance it with the ability to accept XML
version tags and short notation of tag ending.
4.3

Benchmarks

To make a complementary study, six XML benchmarks have been used in our experiment. These six
benchmarks are diﬀerent in size, number of elements
and structure of XML data. Each of the benchmarks
represents diﬀerent types of workload to the XML
parser. For some XML benchmarks that cannot be
processed entirely due to the memory limitation of the
ported XML parser program, we truncate them in size
accordingly. For some small sized benchmarks, we run
them for several iterations to get accumulated results.
In Table 1, we summarize the benchmarks and their
adaption.

7

Power and Energy Consumption
Measurement on SCC

To describe the energy consumption characteristic,
we monitor execution time and power consumption of
XML parsing in diﬀerent voltage and frequency setups
on SCC. Power consumption is calculated from the
product of voltage and current over the entire SCC chip.
Together with power consumption, we also measure the
time elapsed at the end of an iteration. The product
between power consumption and execution time per iteration is the chip’s energy consumption during the iteration. Thus, the sum of the energy consumption from
all iterations is the total energy consumption. Hence,
we run each benchmark on a single core with 21 pairs
of frequency and voltage levels. To evaluate the performance of Intel SCC, we employ a performance monitoring tool, HPCToolkit to proﬁle the XML parsing on
SCC platform. It measures the hardware performance
of a program execution via the performance counters
available on the processor and merges all the proﬁling
data into a statistical table.
5

XML Parsing on Intel SCC

In this section, we evaluate pinning XML parsing
service in SCC from both performance and energy sides.
We also give the analysis of how to get better execution eﬃciency on execution time as well as energy
consumption.
5.1

Performance Evaluation

To evaluate computation and memory intensiveness in DOM parsing, using HPCToolkit[17] we compare the six real-world benchmarks with a synthetic
computation-intensive benchmark named speedtest. It
performs basic recursive arithmetic computation for 1
billion times, where the memory miss rate is extremely

Table 1. XML Parsing Benchmarks
Benchmark
long.xml (Long)
mystic-library.xml (Mystic)
personal-schema.xml (Personal)
physicsEngine.xml (Physics)
resume w xsl.xml (Resume)
test-opc.xml (Test-Opc)

Size (KB)
65.7
1 384.0
1.4
1 171.0
51.8
1.8

Description
A few tags, long data length
Massive repetition of the several tags,
short data length
A small case from employee database
Massive repetition of the same tag, long
data length
Various information under the same tag
pattern
A few repetitions of a few tags, short
data length

 Ecker B. Simple XML. http://www.omegadb.net/simplexml, Dec. 2011.
 Rice University. HPCToolkit, http://hpctoolkit.org, Dec. 2011.

Iterations
100
1

Modiﬁcation
None
Truncated to 146.4 KB in size

100
1

None
Truncated to 990.3 KB in size

10

Truncated to 11.1 KB in size

1 000

None

8
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low because of its high data locality. In Fig.4 we show
the performance measurement in term of Instructions
per cycle (IPC). Obviously, the computation-intensive
benchmark speedtest achieves a good execution performance with 1.29 instructions per cycle. That is more
than double of the best IPC of XML benchmarks. For
the rest XML benchmarks, their IPCs are far less than
that of speedtest. In the worst case, PhysicsEngine,
the IPC is just about 0.06, even cannot reach 5% of
speedtest’s IPC. When we analyze the results, we can
ﬁnd that: speedtest is a computation-intensive benchmark; hence its performance is mostly determined by
the computation rather than memory subsystem. Considering the huge gap between their IPCs, the results
imply that the performance bottleneck of XML parsing
may actually be memory access latency. Looking into
each XML benchmark, diﬀerent benchmarks perform
diﬀerently according to their ﬁle size and structure. If
there are massive tag repetitions and bulky data stored
inside the tag, the XML benchmarks always have to
pay considerable cost to memory accesses, leading to a
very low IPC.

Fig.4. Comparison of the IPC among the benchmarks.

To further backup our observations in Fig.4, we collect the values of MPKI (misses per kilo instructions)
on both L1 instruction cache and L1 data cache, and
list them in Fig.5. Obviously, the speedtest benchmark

has the lowest MPKI because it is really a computationintensive benchmark with very few long-latency memory accesses. It matches our previous ﬁnding. All
the XML benchmarks have comparative higher MPKIs. The worst case is benchmarks PhysicsEngine and
Mystic-library. In L1 instruction cache, PhysicsEngine has about 9.25 MPKIs. In L1 data cache, it even
has average 45.6 MPKIs. The data means when running parsing service, the parser keeps requesting longlatency memory accesses. The more cache misses incurred, the higher performance overhead the memory
subsystem imposes. Hence, the IPC of PhysicsEngine
is the lowest one as it possesses the highest MPKI.
However, L1 MPKIs cannot absolutely imply that
the benchmark is memory-intensive. Therefore, we take
advantage of another event, duration of pipeline stalled
by data memory read, which provides us more information on the L2 cache and main memory accesses. This
duration has been compared with the total execution
time in a percentage format for each benchmark. Once
a miss occurs in L1 cache, the targeted data will be
requested from the lower memory hierarchy. No matter it results in a hit or miss, such memory behavior
will directly inﬂuence the duration of pipeline stalled
by data memory access. The longer the duration of
pipeline stall and the lower level of memory subsystem
the access happens, the more performance overhead it
incurs to the system. Thus, we can use the duration of
pipeline stalled by data memory access as a metric to
determine how memory-intensive an application is.
In Fig.6 we compare the percentage of pipeline stall
duration of each benchmark, normalized to the total
execution time. Without any doubt, speedtest gets
least stalled pipeline time percentage because it performs simple computations and most of its memory operation will result in cache hits. For XML benchmarks,
averagely percentage of duration of pipeline stalled by
data memory read is 13.8%, meaning 13.8% of total
execution time is consumed by memory-side operations.
For the most intensive one, Long, it even takes 35.29%
of the overall execution time. This conﬁrms the ﬁnding

Fig.5. MPKI of both L1 instruction cache (L1 INS MPKI) and
L1 data cache (L1 DATA MPKI).

Fig.6. Percentage of duration of pipeline stalled.
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that XML parsing service introduces high overhead to
the system and most of the overhead is jammed in the
memory side, leading to low performance.
5.2

9

the power consumption mathematical model:
P ∝ CV 2 f.

(1)

Power and Energy Consumption

In this subsection, we list the results of power and
energy consumption when porting the XML parsing service onto a dedicated core. We also show how power
and energy consumption varies with diﬀerent frequency
and voltage combinations.
In Fig.7 we show results that relate the total execution time with the execution frequency of the SCC
core. We do not plot them against the voltage level
since the total execution time does not depend on the
supply voltage; it only depends on the frequency of execution. Each benchmark ﬁnishes its execution earlier
with higher frequency setup. The decaying execution
time slope turns ﬂat when we keep increasing the core’s
frequency. That is because higher execution frequency
makes more instructions executed per unit time, shortening the total execution time. However, the total execution time is not only determined by the frequency.
The overhead from long-latency memory accesses poses
great limit for the execution optimization, leaving less
room for higher frequency to get more performance
gain. Actually, when we deﬁne the eﬃciency as the
execution time over operating frequency, the eﬃciency
degrads up to 14.24% from 100 MHz to 800 MHz.

Fig.8. Average power consumption of the Long benchmark.

Power consumption is quadratic increasing with the
supplying voltage: P ∝ V 2 . When conﬁguring with the
1.1 V voltage, its power consumption jumps over those
in other lower voltages. Meanwhile, power consumption is growing linearly with frequency: P ∝ f , so that
the power consumption gradually keeps growing with
the increasing operating frequency on the same voltage
setups.
Fig.9 shows the total energy consumption of parsing
benchmark Long when applying three diﬀerent supply
voltage levels at diﬀerent frequencies. The energy consumption ranges from 3 500 joules to 500 joules with
diﬀerent conﬁgurations. In 0.7 V and 100 MHz setting,
the energy consumption is about 3 000 joules. Please
note the energy consumption here refers to the entire
SCC chip.

Fig.7. Total execution time spent at diﬀerent frequency levels
within 1.1 V.

Because we execute the XML parser on a single core,
the time, power and energy characteristics of the benchmarks are following the same trend. Thus, we only show
the rest of the results for benchmark Long.
In Fig.8, we show the average power consumption
for benchmark Long at diﬀerent frequency and voltage
setups. We can ﬁnd our results match perfectly with

 Intel VTune

TM

Fig.9. Total energy consumption of the Long benchmark.

To better understand these energy consumption
numbers, we make a comparison between the energy
taken to execute the benchmark on Intel SCC versus the
energy taken to execute it on a normal desktop CPU:
we run the XML parsing service on an Intel Core 2
Duo P8600 CPU and using the Vtune tool to capture

Ampliﬁer XE 2013. http://software.intel.com/en-us/intel-vtune-ampliﬁer-xe, Dec. 2011.
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its energy consumption. We ﬁnd when porting parsing
service onto a dedicated core of SCC, the energy consumption has been reduced by more than 40%, and note
that with ﬁne-grain power management techniques to
reduce the static power consumption of the idle cores,
this gap (energy saving) can be further increased. This
piece of data indicates that by pinning services to each
core of many-core machines, we could achieve great energy eﬃciency to the system, especially for cloud data
center where innumerable XML data need be processed.
In Fig.9, we can also ﬁnd that for a given frequency,
SCC chip gets the highest energy consumption when we
execute benchmark Long at 1.1 V. There is only subtle diﬀerence in the total energy consumption between
0.7 V and 0.8 V supply voltages. The results suggest
that to achieve better energy eﬃciency for a conﬁgured
frequency, it is better to lower voltage level in the execution. If we continue increasing the frequency, due to
technology limitation, only voltage at 1.1 V can support
such high frequencies (533 MHz to 800 MHz). Hence,
when running at 800 MHz frequency within 1.1 V voltage, SCC chip just consumes 500 joules, 1/6 of that
in 100 MHz and 0.7 V conﬁguration. This is because
in such conﬁguration workload can be completed more
quickly and the reduced execution time can compensate
for the energy consumption.
However, as stated before, in SCC chip two cores
in one tile are set with the same frequency, and eight
cores in the same domain are set with the same voltage
as well. Hence, our pinned XML parsing core cannot be
conﬁgured separately. It has to share its frequency level
with another SCC core in the same tile and share its voltage level with another seven cores in the same voltage
domain. As a result, to enlarge the energy eﬃciency,
there exist two scenarios: considering frequency wise
and considering voltage wise. To consider voltage wise,
given a ﬁxed frequency level with a neighboring core,
the XML parsing core should request the lowest supply voltage level available inside its voltage domain to
save energy consumption. To consider frequency wise,
given a ﬁxed voltage level, the XML parsing core should
request to run at the highest frequency level available
inside its frequency domain to save execution time.
5.3

Summary

The evaluation of pinning XML parsing service on
SCC from both performance and energy sides indicates
that the performance of XML parsing suﬀers from intensive memory access pattern. The performance evaluation veriﬁes the computation and memory intensiveness of the XML parsing by reporting up to 0.53 IPC
while incurring up to 45.6 MPKI L1 misses and 35.29%
pipeline stall duration due to memory access. These

results recommend an improvement on memory side
due to those penalties.
The chip voltage level, which is directly proportional
to the power consumption, has a small inﬂuence on the
overall energy consumption when compared with the
change in operating frequency. Therefore, if the system supports, we would better maximize frequency and
minimize voltage supply on SCC to get the optimal energy consumption. Our experimental results also indicate a potential on Intel SCC to elevate energy-eﬃcient
run-time execution on many-core environment.
6

Memory-Side Acceleration for XML Data
Parsing

In previous section, we have found that: when pinning XML parsing service onto a dedicated core of Intel SCC, there are heavy penalties incurred from the
memory side, which leaves less room for performance
improvement. To alleviate this pain, we proposed and
evaluated the memory-side XML parsing accelerator,
which is a tailored hardware prefetching engine dedicated for memory-side acceleration. It is a generic
acceleration scheme independent of the parsing model
applied underneath. Even there are any updates for
parsing algorithm, the memory-side accelerator keeps
working. For more details of the acceleration work,
please refer to [19].
In the following subsections, we ﬁrst introduce the
selected eight hardware prefetchers and applied proﬁling tools for evaluation. Second, we give the results to
show how memory-side XML parsing accelerator can
improve the performance of DOM modeled parsing.
6.1

Prefetchers

As we can see from previous sections, the performance bottleneck of XML parsing actually comes from
memory access latency. Thus, as a natural step forward
in our grand plan (please see Subsection 2.1 for more
details), we start looking into hardware techniques to
hide memory latency, or to accelerate from the memoryside. In our study, we evaluate how diﬀerent prefetching techniques behave as the memory-side accelerator
to impact the performance of XML. To make a complementary discuss, we select eight prefetchers named
n1 through n8, all of which are diﬀerent in size, algorithm and complexity. We summarize these prefetchers
in Table 2:
Cache hierarchy: the coverage of the prefetching,
means which hierarchy/hierarchies the prefetching is
applied to;
Prefetching degree: suggests whether the prefetcher
can adjust its aggressiveness statically or dynamically.
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Table 2. Summary of Prefetchers
Cache Hierarchy Prefetch Degree Trigger L1 Trigger L2
n1 L1 & L2
Dynamic
Miss
Access
n2 L1

Static

Miss

N/A

n3 L1 & L2

Dynamic

Miss

Miss

n4 L1

Static

N/A

N/A

n5 L2

Static

N/A

Miss

n6 L1 & L2

Dynamic

Miss

Miss

n7 L2

Static

Miss

Access

n8 L2

Static

N/A

Access

Usually, the dynamic prefetching degree can adapt itself
to the phase change of the application so as to produce
more eﬃcient prefetching;
Trigger L1 and trigger L2: show the trigger set for
covered cache hierarchy respectively. In this case, demand “access” stands for access requests from upper
memory level regardless whether it is a miss or hit, and
N/A means no prefetching is applied.
All selected prefetchers can ﬁlter out redundant access requests.
6.2

Performance and Memory Profiling Tools
for Prefetchers

To study the performance of the memory-side acceleration, we utilize CMP IM[20] to characterize cache
performance of single-threaded, multi-threaded, and
multi-programmed workloads. The simulation framework models an out-of-order processor with the basic
parameters outlined in Table 3.
Table 3. Simulation Parameters
Frequency

1 GHz

Issue width

4

Instruction window

128 entries

L1 data cache

32 KB, 8-way, 1 cycle

L1 instruction cache

32 KB, 8-way, 1 cycle

L2 uniﬁed cache

512 KB, 16-way, 20 cycles

Main memory

256 MB, 200 cycles

To understand the implementation feasibility of the
memory-side accelerators, we also study the energy consumption of these designs. To model their energy consumption, we utilize CACTI[18] , an energy model which
integrates cache and memory access time, area, leakage, and dynamic power. Using CACTI, we are able
to generate energy parameters of diﬀerent storage and
interconnect structures implemented in diﬀerent technologies.

 Apache Xerces
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Performance Evaluation

We choose DOM parser implementations from
Apache Xerces as the studied workload. Using
CMP IM, we can understand how much performance
gain hardware accelerator can achieve. Table 4 summarizes the reduction of cache misses as a result of
applying the prefetchers. Here, we only focus on the
cache miss reduction of the lowest level cache that the
prefetcher is applied to. For example, n1 is applied to
both L1 and L2 caches, so we show the cache miss reduction of L2 cache; n2 is applied to only L1, so we
show the cache miss reduction of L1 cache. The results
indicate that prefetching techniques are very eﬀective
for XML parsing workloads, as most prefetchers are
able to reduce cache miss by more than 50%. In the
best case, n3 is able to reduce L2 cache miss by 85% in
DOM.
Table 4. Cache Miss Reduction

DOM (%)
Cache Level

n1
77
L2

n2
52
L1

n3
85
L2

n4
85
L1

n5
61
L2

n6
52
L2

n7
77
L2

n8
84
L2

In Fig.10, we show how the cache miss reduction
is translated into performance improvement on DOM
parsing. The results indicate that prefetching techniques are able to improve DOM parsing performance
by up to 20%. When averaging the results, memoryside acceleration produces 13.74% execution cycle reduction for mystic-library. It is obvious that n3 is the
most eﬀective prefetcher: even in the worst case, it can
still reduce execution time by 6%. Since DOM parsing
must construct inner data structure in memory for all
elements, the bigger the document, the more space it
would consume and the more cache miss it would induce. As a result, large-size benchmarks such as mysticlibrary, physics-engine and standard can get a higher
performance gain from memory-side acceleration, ranging from 7.65% up to 13.75%. These results conﬁrm
that memory-side acceleration can be eﬀective regardless of the parsing models.

Fig.10. Performance improvement for DOM parsing.

project. http://xerces.apache.org/index.html, Dec. 2011.
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Conclusions and Future Work

In this study, we proposed to port OS/service to
a dedicated core to achieve both performance and energy eﬃciency. In our grand plan, it was implemented
by three steps: ﬁrst, to port OS/services onto homogeneous many-core design with one service per core;
second, to tailor specialized core for diﬀerent services
to achieve performance and energy eﬃciency; third,
to build a prototype extremely heterogeneous architecture (EHA) by integrating multiple homogeneous
light-weight cores and multiple speciﬁed accelerators together.
In this paper, as a case study, we targeted XML parsing service, which is the bottleneck of all XML-based
applications. We ﬁrst ported XML parsing service onto
Intel SCC, a 48-core homogeneous system. We found
it shows great energy eﬃciency, which is very important for future energy-eﬃcient applications. However,
we also found that heavy performance penalty is introduced from memory side, making the parsing middleware bloated. Hence, as a further step, we proposed
to make hardware acceleration for XML parsing. With
speciﬁed hardware accelerator, we can get up to 20%
performance gain. This case study focuses on the ﬁrst
stage of our grand plan and delves into the second stage
as well. The results of this case study indicate that our
proposal is feasible in achieving performance and energy eﬃciency, and encourage us to move forward with
the grand plan.
To make further summary, we believe our design is
suitable for the server side of cloud computing data
center eco-system. At ﬁrst, our design does not stress
out one core but distributes the system services across
cores instead. Thus this design can support extremely
high throughput, allowing the server to be highly responsive. Meanwhile, distribution of workload brings
ﬁne-grain control of resources. In future thousand-core
scenario, we will not be able to turn on all the cores
at the same time due to the constrained overall power
budget. In this case, most of the cores will be turned oﬀ
and will be woken up depending on the application load.
So do the system services. By running OS services on
dedicated cores, we will have multiple specialized cores
dedicated to the same system service. We can implement power management module to turn on and oﬀ the
cores adaptively according to the operating system load
as necessary, resulting in lower power consumption and
energy overhead.
As future work, we aim to extend our technique to a
broader scope: to pin and accelerate diﬀerent heavyweighted system services, for example the garbage
collection[21-22] . By doing so, we can check how it can
achieve middleware execution eﬃciency and maximum

overall system throughput.
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